February 3, 2012
Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy
Secretary
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549-4628
Re: Comments of EarthRights International on the Factual Record for Rulemaking on Section 1504
of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
Dear Ms. Cross,
As a participant in the Comments process, EarthRights International (ERI) is deeply interested in Final
Rules implementing Section 1504 of the Dodd-Frank Act that reflect the extensive factual record that has
been compiled in the course of rulemaking. We believe that the Commission’s analysis of the
consequences of its rules must be informed by those submissions in the record that have a clear factual
basis, rather than assertions that are unsubstantiated and based solely on hypothetical concern.
We believe that oil and mining industry commenters have submitted extreme allegations, claiming to
need weak rules that contravene the plain words of Section 1504 in order to protect them from dire
consequences. To be sure, all sides of this debate have often engaged in speculative reasoning in order to
inform the Commission’s decisions. However, only Section 1504’s proponents have consistently
supported their reasoning with verifiable, carefully vetted facts. We therefore submit this short letter to
draw the Commission’s attention to the opposing arguments made with respect to certain key issues and
the facts—or lack thereof—supporting those arguments, and to supplement the factual record.
1. Exemptions for Foreign Disclosure Prohibitions
Question: Do any countries currently prohibit disclosures?
Industry Claim:
Facts from the Record:
•

Angola, Qatar, China, and Cameroon prohibit
Dodd-Frank type disclosures.

•

1

None of the four countries identified prohibits
disclosures. Industry claims are based on an
erroneous reading of Cameroonian lawi and an
analysis of Chinese law that identifies no
express prohibitions and is rooted in erroneous
assumptions.ii Angola permits disclosure as a
matter of course, and its model contracts permit
disclosure to comply with regulatory
requirements.iii A letter sent to ExxonMobil by
the Qatari Ministry of Energy and Industry, and
submitted by ExxonMobil as evidence of a
purported prohibition, in fact indicates that
disclosures required by Dodd-Frank are not
prohibited, but that the government may take
such measures in response to Dodd-Frank.iv
Petrobras and Statoil disclose payment
information in all the countries where they

•

operate, including China and Angola, and
Petrobras could not identify any countries that
prohibit disclosure.v
Even if industry claims were supported by the
facts—and they are not—it is notable that
industry has identified only four out of over
fifty resource-rich countries in which they
operate that supposedly prohibit disclosures.

Question: Would companies suffer a competitive disadvantage if forced to disclose payments to
governments that are opposed to transparency?
Industry Claim:
Facts from the Record:
•

Forcing companies to violate disclosure prohibition
laws could entail abandoning projects,
renegotiating existing contracts, paying damages
under broken contracts, or delisting from the U.S.
exchanges. In hypothetical cases, it could also
allow competitors to outbid them and might
discourage recalcitrant governments from granting
them concessions.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Since Dodd-Frank was enacted, at least one
international oil company, Kosmos Energy, has
in fact listed in the U.S.vi
Since June 2010, when the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange enacted new extractive industry
disclosure requirements, more than a dozen
extractive companies have listed on HKEx .vii
Late last year, Angola awarded seven new
deepwater oil blocks to companies that are
covered by Dodd-Frank, including Statoil.viii
Angola is one of the countries identified by
industry as prohibiting disclosure, and Statoil is
one of the most proactively transparent
companies in the world.
According to a careful study of over one
hundred contracts, it is an industry standard to
include an allowance for information disclosure
where required by the laws of any state to
which the party is subject; many also allow
explicitly for disclosure subject to stock
exchange requirements. The study also
concludes that such an exemption would likely
be read into such contracts by a court of law.ix
API claims (without offering details) that at
least some of its members have contracts that
do not expressly allow for disclosure required
by law. However, a Chinese legal opinion
submitted by Royal Dutch Petroleum
demonstrates that Shell’s contracts in China
include such provisions, at least for home
country regulatory requirements.x
No extractive company submitting comments
to the SEC has mentioned Section 1504
disclosures as a material risk in its annual
reports for investors filed with the SEC since
the enactment of Dodd-Frank.xi
Sierra Leone has implemented an on-line
system for reporting extractive industry

payments, with no minimum threshold and
payments disaggregated by company, project
location, and payment type.xii
2. Project Definition
Question: How should the term “project” be defined?
Industry Claim:
Facts from the Record:
•

Defining “project” as all activities within a country
or, alternatively, all activities within a geographic
basin or province would be consistent with the
statute and comport with commonly understood
disclosure standards. The Commission should also
exclude from the project definition all activities not
“material” to investors.

Income tax is often calculated (and should be
reported) at the country level, but most terms
fixing companies’ payments to governments
are set out in the lease or license authorizing
operations, rather than at the country or
geographic basin or province level.xiii This is
the level at which the U.S. Department of
Interior collects payment information from
extractive issuers.xiv Moreover, there is no
suggestion in the record that any payments are
assessed at the geographic basin level, so new
reporting systems would have to be built for all
payment streams if projects were defined at this
level.
• Section 1504 explicitly calls for both countrylevel and project-level disclosures; therefore,
“country” cannot be equivalent to “project”.
• Congress could have – but did not – limit
payment disclosures to so-called “material
projects,” despite using the term “material” to
delimit other aspects of Section 1504
disclosure and other sections of the DoddFrank Act.xv Moreover, no commenter has
been able to suggest how such materiality
would be measured while remaining faithful to
the aims of the statute.
Question: Who would benefit from disclosure of project-level payment information?
Industry Claim:
Facts from the Record:
Project-level disclosures would produce mountains •
of information that would be of little use to anyone;
on the flip side, it could cost companies anywhere
from a few hundred thousand dollars to $50 million
to collect the information and would cause
•
competitive harm.
•

•
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Numerous civil society groups from around the
world have attested that they would use projectlevel disclosure to hold governments
accountable for natural resource receipts.xvi
Project-level data from Burma, obtained
through litigation, helped civil society groups
track natural gas revenues illicitly held by
regime cronies offshore.xvii
Investors say that project-level data will enable
them to calculate cost curves more accurately
and estimate the lifespan of important projects
of companies they invest in.xviii
No company has provided any information

supporting their estimates of implementation
costs, and industry representatives
acknowledge that they do not have in-depth
cost estimates,xix but a Newmont Mining
executive has claimed that the effects would be
“de minimis,” as it already collects and reports
much of the required information.xx
• EITI participants including Chevron, Exxon,
and CNOOC recently developed a reporting
standard in Indonesia that will require reporting
on the project level, defining a petroleum
“project” as a production sharing contract
(license), with no mention that such disclosure
could put them at a competitive disadvantage.xxi
Question: Could project-level disclosures threaten the physical security of important project facilities or
company employees?
Industry Claim:
Facts from the Record:
Terrorists and insurgents might use project-level
•
data to determine which facilitiesare high-value and
then attack them and their employees.

Trade unions from the Niger Delta – one of the
most hazardous places in the world for oil
exploration and for company employees –
attest that project-level disclosures would
improve their security and re-direct pressure
targeted towards companies to the governments
that receive and misappropriate funds.xxii

3. Payment Thresholds
Question: Can de minimis be defined as “material” or a designated numerical or percentage threshhold?
Industry Claim:
Facts from the Record:
•

It would be consistent with the statute to define de
minimis as “material”; while a designated
numerical threshold would be unworkable and
difficult to apply to companies of widely varying
sizes, a percentage threshold could be acceptable.

•

•

•
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The SEC and the courts do not equate de
minimis with “material”;xxiii Congress indicated
its intention of requiring truly de minimis
disclosures by using the term “material” in
other parts of Section 1504 and Dodd-Frank.
Percentage thresholds would lead to
inconsistent data that could not be compared
between firms, as smaller companies would be
disclosing much smaller payments than large
companies.xxiv
The London Stock Exchange’s Alternative
Investment Market has adopted a disclosure
requirement that designates a de minimis
threshold of $15,000,xxv which provides a
commonly accepted standard if one is required.
High payment thresholds would effectively
eliminate entire streams of revenue that are
significant for particular countries. Sierra
Leone’s 2010 EITI report reveals that mining
companies reported almost $9 million in

•

payments in 2007, of which over 40% would
not be reported with a $1 million disclosure
threshold. Such a threshold would also exclude
all payments for ½ of all EITI reporting
companies in Sierra Leone, including one that
contibutes nearly 10% of all government
payments from extractives in the country.xxvi
Payments at much lower levels than those that
are commonly considered “material” to
companies have outsize effects in many
resource-rich countries in Africa, for example,
where many countries have per capita incomes
of less than $200 per year.xxvii

4. Filed vs. Furnished
Question: Should Section 1504 disclosures be deemed as filed, or furnished?
Industry Claim:
Facts from the Record:
•

Since Section 1504 disclosures are qualitatively
different than other financial disclosures and are
not material to investors, they should be furnished,
rather than filed.

•

•

Congress determined definitively that Section
1504 disclosures are material to investors, as
manifested in every floor statement made by
the Senators who were proponents of the law.
While the disclosures clearly have other
purposes as well, Section 1504 was designed as
an investor protection statute.xxviii
For the handful of other disclosures that the
SEC has historically allowed to be furnished
rather than filed, the Commission has had a
coherent policy rationale related to the proper
allocation of responsibilities and independence
between directors with specific responsibilities,
on the one hand, and managers, on the other.xxix
The relevant language of Section 1504 has been
interpreted twice in the past – including, most
recently, in the Final Rules released to
implement Section 1504’s sister provision,
Section 1503 of the Dodd-Frank Act – to
require filing, not furnishing, of disclosures.xxx

We hope that this compilation and supplementary factual evidence will assist the Commission to
distinguish facts from hypothetical anecdotes and extreme, unsupported allegations in the voluminous
administrative record. Please do not hesitate to contact us with further questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

Jonathan G. Kaufman
Staff Attorney
EarthRights International
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Cc:

The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro
Chairman
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar
Commissioner
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
The Honorable Daniel M. Gallagher
Commissioner
U.S. Securites and Exchange Commission
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter
Commissioner
U.S. Securites and Exchange Commission
Mr. Mark Cahn
General Counsel
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Mr. Craig M. Lewis
Chief Economist
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Ms. Meredith Cross
Director, Division of Corporate Finance
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Ms. Paula Dubberly
Deputy Director Division of Corporation Finance
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Ms. Tamara M. Brightwell
Senior Special Counsel to the Director
Division of Corporation Finance
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
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Energy companies fight rule requiring
disclosure of foreign payments
Amanda Peterka, E&E reporter
Published: Thursday, February 2, 2012
Oil, gas and mining industries are battling a late addition to the 2010 financial reform law that requires
energy companies to disclose their payments to foreign governments.
Much of the fight has been played behind the scenes at the Securities and Exchange Commission, which
is expected to release a final rule this year requiring disclosure of foreign payments. But calls from
industry and human rights groups are going public as the final rule's release looms.
Human rights groups in the Publish What You Pay Coalition have been fighting for years to pass the
measure they say will curb corruption in resource-rich impoverished countries.
But U.S. energy companies say the rule would put them at a competitive disadvantage to state-owned
companies, such as Russian energy giant OAO Gazprom.
"Those foreign companies could use the detailed disclosures required by the proposed rule to piggyback
on the exploration of American companies or to negotiate more favorable terms from host governments,"
the American Petroleum Institute wrote in Jan. 19 comments to the SEC.
The mining industry is urging the SEC to write a new rule that aligns with a voluntary global reporting
initiative the United States joined last fall.
The SEC has given itself until June to release a final rule -- a time frame that has been delayed twice
from the deadline in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
On Tuesday, five Senate Democrats -- including one of the original co-sponsors of the Dodd-Frank
provision -- urged the SEC to "resist pressure to release a weak rule that does not follow the [law's] clear
statutory language and intent."
The rule stems the law's Section 1504, which was added to the bill by Sens. Ben Cardin (D-Md.) and
Richard Lugar (R-Ind.).
The provision was spurred by a push that began in the 1990s by human rights advocates for mandatory
disclosure of companies' payments that contribute to what the groups call the "resource curse" -- that
people from resource-rich countries usually don't get to share the wealth.
Corinna Gilfillan, head of the U.S. office for the group Global Witness, points to Angola and Equatorial
Guinea as the "classic examples" of resource-rich countries whose people are impoverished.

"These countries may be rich in natural resources," Gilfillan said, "but the resource doesn't contribute well
to development. It is often siphoned off to corrupt regimes who can park the money offshore and just use
it to consolidate their power."

Rule spreads wide net
Global Witness helped found Publish What You Pay in 2002 to advocate disclosures of payments to
foreign governments by U.S. companies. Doing so, the coalition argued, would create a more stable
business environment for companies.
Legislation to require such disclosure was introduced each year in Congress beginning in 2007 with the
"Extractive Industries Transparency Disclosure Act." Democratic Rep. Barney Frank of Massachusetts,
who would later co-sponsor the Dodd-Frank Act with former Sen. Christopher Dodd (D-Conn.), introduced
the original bill.
The version that made it into Dodd-Frank was added as an amendment in conference negotiations
without going through committee markups. The SEC issued its proposed rule in December 2010.
In the draft rule, resource extraction companies would be required each year to report all taxes, royalties,
fees, production entitlements and bonuses paid to governments. Companies would report both the type
and total amount of payments made for each project and to each country.
The mandate would take effect a year after the SEC issues its final rule for companies operating in
foreign countries and those operating at home. The domestic requirement is aimed at helping the
Department of the Interior keep track of 3,000-plus leases it monitors.
Companies must report in an "interactive data format" that the SEC would compile and post on its website.
According to the nonprofit Revenue Watch Institute, which reports on disclosure matters, the SEC rule
would cover 503 companies that represent nearly a third of the extractive-resource sector's global market
value.
Among oil and gas companies covered by the rule: Exxon Mobil Corp., Petrochina Co. Ltd., Royal Dutch
Shell PLC, Brazil's Petrobras, Chevron Corp., China National Offshore Oil Corp. (CNOOC),
ConocoPhillips Co., Halliburton Co., Chesapeake Energy Corp. and Marathon Oil Corp.
Also covered are eight of the world's 10 largest mining companies.
Publish What You Pay has praised the rule, saying it would spur activity in other large extractive markets.
Last year, the European Union issued a disclosure proposal very similar to the U.S. rule, but the
European Union has gone slightly further in that it requires private companies and the timber industry to
comply.
"The signals we're seeing is that the other markets are likely to follow what the U.S. comes out with," said
Isabel Munilla, U.S. director of Publish What You Pay. "And so, of course, we would like the U.S. to be in
the lead, obviously. And that was the intention of Congress, for the U.S. to lead on this."
But the SEC severely underestimated the cost of its proposed rule, according to extractive companies. In
comments submitted last October, Exxon Mobil put its cost of compliance at $50 million. Industrywide, the
cost is in the "hundreds of millions of dollars," the company said.

The American Petroleum Institute writes in its Jan. 19 comments that the SEC failed to examine what
effects the rule would have on "efficiency, competition and capital formation."
"We don't have exact numbers" on what the rule would cost, said Justin Spickard, API's director of federal
relations, "but in many cases it would require a complete overhaul of accounting systems. It certainly
would be costly, looking at the contracts that would be lost, the projects that could be lost."

'Heart of the problem'?
The SEC's definition of a project has become one of the main battles over the rule.
Speaking at a December forum in Washington, D.C., Munilla of Publish What You Pay said a project
should be defined as "lease, license or other concession level of arrangement, whatever is the legal
agreement that gives rise to a payment."
But at the same forum, a representative from mining giant Rio Tinto Group said that the word "project"
does not have a finite definition.
"We call a project something in a particular location that's developing a particular resource," said Laurel
Green, chief policy adviser of Rio Tinto's external affairs team. "But in fact, a project might constitute tens
or hundreds of different licenses."
Veronika Kohler, director of international policy at the National Mining Association, said groups that are
calling for a more specific definition of "project" have a "gap in knowledge" of mining companies' daily
routines.
In a letter to SEC last March, NMA called on regulators to allow mining companies to define "project" as
they define "reporting units" in the financial disclosures they already make.
Spickard of API, on the other hand, appeared to call for an even broader definition of a project, saying
that reporting payments on a country-by-country basis "still gets to the heart of the problem." Most
importantly, he said, the definition should not require companies to divulge trade secrets.
Other stakeholders have called for the reporting of all projects over a certain price tag.
Bennett Freeman, senior vice president of sustainability research and policy at Calvert Investments Inc.,
suggested a $1 million minimum at the December forum. Freeman has represented investors in the
disclosure battle for the past decade. Transparency, he said, is "the investor's best friend and ally."
"Until the passage of Dodd-Frank and until the rule is completed and the requirements kick in," he said,
"we have had inadequate disclosure, inadequate transparency that we need to properly assess those
very, very complex, significant factors of risk in our portfolios."
The other major issue in comments filed to the SEC is whether the agency should allow for exemptions to
the rule if disclosure is prohibited by the host country's government.
Royal Dutch Shell, for example, told the SEC last August that it was subject to such disclosure
prohibitions in China and Qatar, countries where it invests more than $20 billion collectively.
"When operating in those countries we are required to follow all their respective laws and regulations,"
Shell said. "Like in the US, we are not permitted to pick and choose which laws or regulations to follow."

But in comments filed in December, Publish What You Pay argues the oil and gas industry has yet to
provide a legal text that proves industry members face such prohibitions abroad. Shell, the coalition says,
provided only a single legal opinion from a Chinese law firm as evidence.
Publish What You Pay also blasted a letter from the Qatari government supplied by Exxon Mobil, which
says that Qatar has begun drafting new laws to prohibit "commercially sensitive information." That letter
lists examples of such information, none of which is required by Section 1504 of Dodd-Frank.
"The minute they think they can get a loophole, they're going to act on it," Munilla said. "We're just finding
that it's a bit of a smoke-and-mirrors thing."

Voluntary reporting
Mining companies are calling for the SEC to scrap its proposal altogether and instead align it with the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, a global voluntary reporting scheme that President Obama
joined last fall (E&ENews PM, Sept. 20, 2011).
Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair announced EITI in 2002. Since its founding that year,
approximately 35 countries have joined and are in varying levels of compliance.
Under the initiative, countries convene groups of stakeholders to come up with disclosure requirements
for extractive industries. They follow a general EITI framework but retain control of specifics.
Kohler of the National Mining Association said it makes sense for the SEC to delay its rule and wait for
whatever the U.S. stakeholder groups come up with under EITI.
"We would hope one would reference the other, rather than having two systems, one which would deviate
from the other, even if inadvertently," Kohler said.
Human rights organizations agree that EITI and the U.S. law should go hand in hand, but they say EITI
should come from Dodd-Frank. The global reporting initiative will pick up where Dodd-Frank leaves off,
they say, by covering private as well as public companies.
To be sure, many companies are already disclosing their payments.
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange and the Alternative Investment Market of the London Stock Exchange
both recently required companies to disclose at the time of listing.
According to Publish What You Pay, U.S. company Newmont Mining Corp., Norway's Statoil ASA,
Canada's Talisman Energy Inc. and South Africa's AngloGold Ashanti Ltd. disclose payments on a
country-by-country level. Australia's Rio Tinto discloses payments to certain countries.
"Our companies, they see the benefits of operating in these transparent atmospheres," Kohler said,
adding that transparency creates a more stable situation in the countries and creates better relationships
with local nongovernmental organizations.
But voluntary efforts have not been enough, the rule's supporters say. And though EITI has made
progress, groups say it is unlikely that countries known for secrecy surrounding extractive industries --
Angola, Burma, Cambodia, China, Equatorial Guinea, Iran and Russia -- will ever sign onto the initiative.
"We needed this jolt, this catalyst from mandatory disclosure," Calvert Investments' Freeman said.
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Company Reported

MDA Reported

Company/Revenue Stream

USD

Sierra Rutile Ltd

880,970

2,071,230,394

361,168

882,619,469

(519,802)

(1,188,610,925)

0

102,800,000

0

102,800,000

0

0

Corporate tax

71,728

0

0

211,181,813

(71,728)

211,181,813

Customs Duties

66,194

0

69,907

0

3,713

0

152,992

0

80,020

0

(72,972)

0

20,920

0

20,920

0

0

0

NASSIT Payments

0

1,207,938,092

0

0

0

(1,207,938,092)

Other

0

741,791,101

0

0

0

(741,791,101)

Royalty

117,340

0

190,321

0

72,981

0

Surface rent

451,796

0

0

558,663,455

(451,796)

558,663,455

Withholding Tax

0

18,701,200

0

9,974,201

0

(8,726,999)

Unspecified Company

0

0

0

57,050,000

0

57,050,000

Surface rent

0

0

0

57,050,000

0

57,050,000

Agricultural Development Fund

Mining lease
Licenses

Le

USD

Unresolved

Le

USD

Le

Table D 2: Comparison of initial data by company and by revenue stream for 2007

Company Reported

MDA Reported

Unresolved

USD

Le

USD

Le

USD

Le

2007

9,388,643

14,067,948,301

7,042,286

4,066,934,100

(2,346,356)

(10,001,014,201)

African Minerals

1,800,362

6,757,864,350

1,090,395

647,831,425

(709,967)

(6,110,032,925)

1,100

0

0

0

(1,100)

0

200,000

0

0

0

(200,000)

0

1,041,600

0

653,000

0

(388,600)

0

0

1,012,183,350

0

0

0

(1,012,183,350)

Company/Revenue Stream

Agricultural Development
Fund
Mining lease
Licenses
NASSIT Payments
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Company Reported
Company/Revenue Stream

Royalty

USD

MDA Reported

Le

USD

Unresolved

Le

USD

Le

557,662

0

437,395

312,215,425

(120,267)

312,215,425

Surface rent

0

4,267,987,650

0

335,616,000

0

(3,932,371,650)

Taxes from employees
(PAYE)

0

1,477,693,350

0

0

0

(1,477,693,350)

Cluff Gold

31,400

246,903,684

0

0

(31,400)

(246,903,684)

Licenses

31,400

0

0

0

(31,400)

0

NASSIT Payments

0

50,484,499

0

0

0

(50,484,499)

Taxes from employees
(PAYE)

0

50,759,174

0

0

0

(50,759,174)

Withholding Tax

0

145,660,011

0

0

0

(145,660,011)

Hisham Mackie

1,716,068

6,000,000

1,699,569

0

(16,499)

(6,000,000)

Alluvial Diamond exporters
license

41,500

0

40,000

0

(1,500)

0

Diamond Exporter Agent

15,000

6,000,000

0

0

(15,000)

(6,000,000)

1,659,568

0

1,659,569

0

1

0

807,367

7,200,000

785,876

159,005,000

(21,491)

151,805,000

41,500

0

40,000

0

(1,500)

0

0

0

0

50,000,000

0

50,000,000

20,000

7,200,000

0

0

(20,000)

(7,200,000)

0

0

0

8,455,000

0

8,455,000

745,867

0

745,876

0

9

0

Taxes from employees
(PAYE)

0

0

0

100,000,000

0

100,000,000

Withholding Tax

0

0

0

550,000

0

550,000

1,856,406

3,941,924,342

1,748,032

1,642,042,194

(108,374)

(2,299,882,148)

23,447

0

0

0

(23,447)

0

Royalty
Kassim Basma
Alluvial Diamond exporters
license
Corporate tax
Diamond Exporter Agent
Other
Royalty

Koidu Holdings S.A
Agricultural Development
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Company Reported
Company/Revenue Stream

USD

MDA Reported

Le

USD

Unresolved

Le

USD

Le

Fund
Customs Duties

0

1,150,492,754

0

0

0

(1,150,492,754)

200,000

0

0

0

(200,000)

0

53,000

0

53,000

0

0

0

NASSIT Payments

0

1,011,955,327

0

0

0

(1,011,955,327)

Other

0

131,400,000

0

0

0

(131,400,000)

1,550,391

0

1,465,464

0

(84,927)

0

29,568

0

29,568

0

0

0

0

1,648,076,261

0

1,642,042,194

0

(6,034,067)

125,000

417,583,453

125,000

205,373,608

0

(212,209,845)

0

48,698,055

0

0

0

(48,698,055)

100,000

0

100,000

0

0

0

0

63,172,500

0

0

0

(63,172,500)

25,000

0

25,000

0

0

0

Taxes from employees
(PAYE)

0

96,232,565

0

0

0

(96,232,565)

Withholding Tax

0

209,480,333

0

205,373,608

0

(4,106,725)

Sierra Minerals

2,532,040

138,673,800

1,188,975

358,860,992

(1,343,066)

220,187,192

52,331

0

0

46,500,000

(52,331)

46,500,000

412,478

0

0

235,049,111

(412,478)

235,049,111

1,107,425

0

257,484

0

(849,941)

0

Mining lease

50,960

0

50,960

0

0

0

Other

11,448

138,673,800

0

0

(11,448)

(138,673,800)

862,436

0

880,530

0

18,094

0

Mining lease
Licenses

Royalty
Surface rent
Taxes from employees
(PAYE)
London Mining Co.
Customs Duties
Mining lease
NASSIT Payments
Surface rent

Agricultural Development
Fund
Corporate tax
Customs Duties

Royalty
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Company Reported

MDA Reported

Company/Revenue Stream

USD

Surface rent

34,962

0

0

77,311,881

(34,962)

77,311,881

519,999

2,551,798,672

404,440

951,130,881

(115,560)

(1,600,667,792)

0

181,186,700

0

139,500,000

0

(41,686,700)

75,000

0

0

147,654,500

(75,000)

147,654,500

Customs Duties

115,172

0

92,019

1,594,039

(23,153)

1,594,039

Mining lease

132,903

0

132,903

0

0

0

NASSIT Payments

0

1,277,305,380

0

0

0

(1,277,305,380)

Other

0

425,439,300

0

0

0

(425,439,300)

196,925

0

179,518

0

(17,407)

0

Surface rent

0

378,854,077

0

299,558,376

0

(79,295,701)

Taxes from employees
(PAYE)

0

0

0

29,229,476

0

29,229,476

Withholding Tax

0

289,013,215

0

333,594,489

0

44,581,274

Unspecified company

0

0

0

102,690,000

0

102,690,000

Surface rent

0

0

0

102,690,000

0

102,690,000

Sierra Rutile Ltd
Agricultural Development
Fund
Corporate tax

Royalty

Le

USD

Unresolved

Le

USD

Le

